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On the presence of odd transverse convective rolls in narrow-gap
horizontal annuli
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A numerical study of three-dimensional supercritical states of natural convection in a narrow-gap
horizontal cylindrical annulus is presented. For the first time, an odd number of counter-rotating
transverse rolls is shown to occur in a narrow-gap annulus. Flow and temperature fields associated
with the odd roll state are compared to those of transverse roll states exhibiting even numbers of
rolls, and factors influencing the occurrence and number of odd rolls are investigated. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1445423#
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Natural convection in the annular space between conc
tric horizontal cylinders has been widely studied owing to
many technological applications. In most of the prior wo
two-dimensional flow in a long annulus was investigate
Relatively few studies of three-dimensional flow, which o
curs due to the presence of the end walls or the onse
thermal instabilities at higher Rayleigh numbers, are av
able in the literature. Previous investigations of thre
dimensional natural convection in large- and moderate-
annuli were directed toward classification of different co
vective regimes,1–3 the effects of annulus inclination,4 flow
patterns in a short annulus,5 temporal development of th
flow and temperature fields,6 turbulent flow,7 and high Ray-
leigh number laminar flow.8

To the authors’ knowledge, only Dyko and Vafai9 have
investigated three-dimensional natural convection in
narrow-gap annulus with end walls. Their results show
existence of two different supercritical states exhibiting ev
numbers of counter-rotating transverse rolls~axes of the rolls
oriented in the angular direction! in the upper portion of the
annulus, and two additional supercritical states hav
counter-rotating longitudinal rolls~axes parallel to the com
mon axis of the inner and outer cylinders! in the highest part
of the annulus in combination with transverse rolls loca
between the longitudinal rolls and primary flow. The pre
ence of these four states is related to the onset of the
instabilities in the horizontal layer formed locally by the u
per part of the annulus.

In the present work, a fifth supercritical state charac
ized by odd numbers of transverse rolls in the upper por
of the annulus is discovered and investigated for the fi
time. The governing equations are formulated in terms
vorticity and vector potential and solved using a thre
dimensional ADI method and the extrapolated Jac
scheme. Simulations are performed at subcritical~Ra
,Rac , where Rac is the critical Rayleigh number abov
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which thermal instabilities set in! and supercritical (Ra
.Rac) Rayleigh numbers to study the development and
currence of different transverse roll supercritical states. F
and temperature fields for the odd transverse roll state
compared to those for even transverse roll states, and
effects of varying annulus gap aspect ratioA on the odd roll
state are examined.

The fluid layer is confined by inner and outer horizon
coaxial cylinders of lengthl having radiir i and r o , respec-
tively, and two end walls that are oriented normal to the a
of the cylinders~Fig. 1!. The temperature of the inner cylin
der Ti is greater than that of the outer cylinderTo , and the
end walls are adiabatic. The nondimensional annulus len
is defined byL5 l /r i . The annulus geometry is characteriz
by the gap aspect ratioA5 l /(r o2r i) and outer to inner cyl-
inder radius ratioR5r o /r i . The computational domain is
chosen to extend over the full radial (1<r<R), angular
(2p<f<p), and axial (0<z<L) extent of the annulus.

The three-dimensional, transient, laminar, buoyan
driven flow of an incompressible fluid is governed by t
equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and ene
The momentum equation is simplified using the Boussin
approximation. The pressure term is eliminated by taking
curl of the momentum equation, yielding the equation
transport of vorticityV. The vector potentialC is introduced
for satisfying the conservation of mass and calculation of
velocity V. From the equations defining vorticity and vect
potential, a Poisson equation relating these two variable
obtained. The vorticity transport, Poisson, vector potent
and energy equations are solved for the ten unknownsV r ,
Vf , Vz , C r , Cf , Cz , Vr , Vf , Vz , andQ.

Nondimensionalization of the conservation equations
accomplished usingr i for length,a/r i for velocity, r i

2/a for
time, andra2/r i

2 for pressure, witha and r denoting the
thermal diffusivity and density, respectively. The dimensio
less temperature is defined byQ5(T2To)/DT, whereDT
5Ti2To . The dimensionless parameters Rayleigh num
and Prandtl number are defined as Rar5gbr i

3DT/va and
Pr5v/a, respectively, whereg is the acceleration due to
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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gravity, b is the coefficient of thermal expansion, andv the
kinematic viscosity. The Rayleigh number Ra5gb(r o

2r i)
3DT/va is employed hereafter for convenience in co

paring the results to those of previous studies.
Details of the numerical scheme, and a summary of co

parisons of results to those of previous experimental and
merical investigations for verification of the accuracy of th
scheme can be found in Dyko and Vafai.9 In order to ensure
the results are not dependent on grid size or time step s
the systematic mesh and time step refinement proced
they describe were employed in the present study.

All of the numerical simulations were performed ov
the full radial, angular, and axial extent of the annulus. T
results of these simulations demonstrated that, due to
symmetry, the normal velocity and the normal gradients
the tangential velocity components are zero at the vert
angular plane. Accordingly, thef-component of vector po
tential corresponds to the two-dimensional stream functio
this plane. The results are presented as streamlines and
therms at the upper vertical angular plane (f50) since these
provide a representative cross-section of the flow patte
and temperature fields associated with the transverse ro

Simulations were conducted for an annulus filled w
air (Pr50.7) having a radius ratio ofR51.1 and gap aspec
ratio of A56. The Rayleigh number was successively
creased from subcritical to supercritical values to illustr
the development of the first type of supercritical transve
roll pattern, and gain insight into conditions leading to t
occurrence of additional supercritical states. A compariso
supercritical states exhibiting only transverse rolls in the
per part of the annulus is made at a Rayleigh numbe
Ra52500. Results for gap aspect ratios in the range 4<A
<8 are presented in the upcoming figures to illustrate
effects of varying annulus length on the odd transverse
state.

At Rayleigh numbers less than the critical value for th
mal instability of Rac51740 determined by Dyko and Vafai9

the flow in the annulus appears as two crescent shaped r
culation patterns centered nearf56p/2 when viewed in
any axial plane. These patterns are symmetric to one ano
about the vertical angular plane. In the upper portion of
annulus, a weak transverse roll is present at each end
that rotates clockwise and counterclockwise on the right-

FIG. 1. Schematic figure of the horizontal annulus with end walls.
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left-hand sides of the annulus, respectively. These end r
are driven by the main flow and form due to the visco
shear imposed by the end walls.

As the Rayleigh number is increased above Rac , two
additional pairs of counter-rotating transverse rolls form
the upper part of the annulus between the end rolls du
thermal instability. The shear force that the pre-existing e
rolls exert on the fluid in the inner region determines t
directions of rotation of these inner rolls. At Rayleigh num
bers immediately above Rac the inner rolls are weaker tha
the end rolls, but as the Rayleigh number is increased
strength of the inner rolls increases faster than that of the
rolls and becomes slightly greater. Due to the viscous sh
ing effect of the end walls, the end rolls remain weaker th
the inner rolls as the Rayleigh number is elevated furthe

The streamlines and isotherms in the upper vertical
gular plane associated with the first type of supercriti
transverse roll pattern described above are plotted on the
and right-hand sides, respectively, of Fig. 2~a! for R51.1,
A56, and Ra52500. The greater strength of the inner ro
as compared to the end rolls is evident from the closer sp
ing of streamlines within the inner rolls. The alternating ri
and fall of the isotherms along the length of the annu
reflects the opposing directions of rotation of the rolls. T
isotherms are spaced more closely to the inner and o
cylinders where the fluid cooled by the outer cylinder im
pinges on the inner cylinder and the fluid heated by the in
cylinder impinges on the outer cylinder, respectively.

In the absence of perturbations in the flow and tempe
ture fields, the first type of transverse roll pattern arises w
starting from a quiescent and isothermal state and increa
the Rayleigh number to a value above Rac . This occurs be-
cause the end rolls develop prior to formation of the sup
critical rolls, thereby inducing formation of the same sup
critical transverse rolls described so far. Even under caref
controlled conditions, however, small disturbances may
cur that trigger instabilities resulting in formation of the s
percritical rolls before development of these end rolls. In t
situation, the orientations and directions of roll rotation a
no longer predetermined and additional types of supercrit
roll patterns can develop.

To simulate such a process using a numerical schem
which round-off errors are negligible, disturbances must

FIG. 2. Streamlines on the left and isotherms on the right at the up
vertical angular plane forR51.1,A56, Ra52500, Pr50.7: ~a! first type of
transverse roll pattern;~b! second type of transverse roll pattern;~c! third
type of transverse roll pattern.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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intentionally introduced. This was accomplished by spec
ing the following perturbed temperature field att50:

Q512~ ln r / ln R!1CA sin~p ln r / ln R!~2cos~CBpz1h!!,
~1!

where CA is an amplification coefficient,CB is the wave
number, andh is the phase shift of the temperature pert
bation. The initial condition prescribed by Eq.~1! physically
represents the reversal of thermal gradients associated
inception of thermal instabilities in the annulus. Since Eq.~1!
is periodic in thez direction, it triggers the formation o
transverse rolls.

To investigate different transverse roll supercritic
states, simulations were conducted in whichCB andh in Eq.
~1! were independently varied. Using a value ofCB based on
the first type of transverse roll pattern, it was found th
varying h over the range 0<h<2p resulted in either the
first type of steady transverse roll pattern or a second ste
transverse roll pattern exhibiting the same number of rolls
the first type but with opposite directions of rotation. The
results are consistent with the findings of Dyko and Vafa9

The streamlines and isotherms in the upper vertical ang
plane for the second type of supercritical transverse roll p
tern are plotted on the left- and right-hand sides, respectiv
of Fig. 2~b! for R51.1,A56, and Ra52500. By comparing
Fig. 2~b! with Fig. 2~a!, it is seen that each roll rotates in
direction opposite that of the corresponding roll in the fi
type of transverse roll pattern. Accordingly, the alternat
elevation and depression of isotherms along the length of
annulus for the second type of transverse roll pattern is
posite that of the first type.

From the simulations in whichCB was independently
varied ~affecting the number of initial rolls!, a third type of
transverse roll pattern exhibiting an odd number of sustai
rolls at steady state was discovered. For a gap aspect rat
A56 with R51.1 and Ra52500, it was found that the pres
ence of five initial transverse rolls resulted in five sustain
rolls at steady state. Likewise, six initial rolls carried over
six sustained rolls. For other than five or six initial transve
rolls, the initial number of rolls was not sustained. Inste
after a sufficient period of time elapsed the flow transition
to the first type of transverse roll pattern, which has six ro
The streamlines and isotherms in the upper vertical ang
plane associated with the third type of transverse roll pat
are presented on the left- and right-hand sides, respecti
of Fig. 2~c! for R51.1, A56, and Ra52500. It is seen tha
the two end rolls rotate in the same direction as one anot
as is always the case for an odd number of counter-rota
rolls. With an even number of counter-rotating rolls, the e
rolls rotate in opposite directions as seen in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!.

Owing to differences in the number of rolls and dire
tions of roll rotation, the impingement regions on the inn
and outer cylinders are somewhat different for each of
transverse roll patterns. These regions are indicated by
closer spacing of isotherms next to the cylinder walls see
Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c! for the first, second, and third type
of transverse roll patterns, respectively. There are four in
cylinder and three outer cylinder impingement regions
Downloaded 28 Sep 2003 to 138.23.200.76. Redistribution subject to A
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the first transverse roll pattern, compared to three inner
inder and four outer cylinder impingement regions for t
second transverse roll pattern. With the third transverse
pattern, there are three inner cylinder and three outer cylin
impingement regions for a total of six impingement region
which is one fewer than for the first and second patterns

Overall representations of the different transverse
patterns are provided in Fig. 3 forR51.1, A56, and Ra
52500. Schematic diagrams of the convective roll boun
aries in the upper region of the annulus are plotted in F
3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c! for the first, second, and third types o
transverse roll patterns, respectively. The view is from ab
the annulus looking downward. It is seen in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! that the first and second types of transverse roll patte
each exhibit six rolls (T1 –T6) in the upper portion of the
annulus. The third type of transverse roll pattern exhibits fi
rolls (T1 –T5) as seen in Fig. 3~c!. By comparing Fig. 3~c!
with Fig. 3~a!, it is seen that the boundaries of the end r
(T5) on the right-hand side of the annulus for the third ty
of transverse roll pattern are similar to the end roll~T1 and
T6! boundaries for the first type of transverse roll patte
The direction of fluid movement adjacent to the end wall
the same for each of these three end rolls, with the fl
proceeding downward along the wall@see Figs. 2~a! and
2~c!#. Similarly, from Figs. 3~c! and 3~b! it is seen that the
boundaries of the end roll on the left-hand side of the an
lus (T1) for the third type of transverse roll pattern are sim
lar to the end roll~T1 and T6! boundaries for the secon
type of transverse roll pattern. For these three end ro
which are of more limited angular extent than the other e
rolls, the flow moves upward next to the end walls@see Figs.
2~b! and 2~c!#.

To investigate the influence of gap aspect ratioA on the
third type of transverse roll pattern, simulations were co

FIG. 3. Boundaries of the steady convective rolls in the upper portion of
annulus ~as viewed from above the annulus looking downward! for R
51.1, A56, Ra52500, Pr50.7: ~a! first type of transverse roll pattern;~b!
second type of transverse roll pattern;~c! third type of transverse roll pat-
tern.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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ducted forA54, 5, 6, 7, and 8 withR51.1 and Ra52500,
using values ofCB corresponding to odd numbers of initia
rolls. For the even-integer gap aspect ratiosA54, 6, and 8, it
was found that an odd number of rolls equal ton5A21 was
sustained at steady state. The streamlines and isotherm
the upper vertical angular plane associated with these
roll patterns are presented in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively,
for R51.1 and Ra52500. For the odd-integer gap aspe
ratiosA55 and 7, odd numbers of transverse rolls were
sustained at steady state. Instead, the initial odd rolls tra
tioned to four and six steady transverse rolls forA55 and 7,
respectively. These results indicate that for the odd-inte
values ofA within the range of 4<A<8 that was studied, an
even number of rolls is preferred.

Simulations were also performed for non-integer valu
of A with R51.1 and Ra52500 to obtain further insight into
the effect ofA on occurrence of the third type of transver
roll pattern. From these simulations, it was found that an o
number of rolls is preferred for certain gap aspect ratios
would require either relatively large or small roll sizes~com-
pared to typical roll sizes! for an even number of rolls to fi
in the annulus. One such case isA55.8, which would need
either four very large rolls or six small rolls. For this cas
five rolls were sustained in the annulus at steady state reg
less of the initial conditions. When starting from quiesce
and isothermal initial conditions or successively increas
the Rayleigh number from subcritical to supercritical valu
six rolls would initially form, but these transitioned to fiv
steady rolls after a sufficient period of time. It is noted tha
similar preference for odd rolls in rectangular boxes with g
aspect ratios that would require either relatively large
small roll sizes for an even number of rolls to fit in the b
was observed in the experiments of Stork and Muller.10

FIG. 4. Effect of annulus length on convection at the upper vertical ang
plane for the third type of transverse roll pattern forR51.1, Ra52500, Pr
50.7: ~a! streamlines;~b! isotherms.
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In addition to the cases analyzed forR51.1 with Ra
52500, simulations were carried out forR51.05 and 1.15
with A56 and Ra52500, and for Rayleigh numbers in th
range 1700<Ra<2500 with R51.1 andA56 to study the
effects of annulus radius ratio and Rayleigh number, resp
tively. From these studies, it was determined that the th
type of transverse roll pattern arises in annuli with a rad
ratio R less than a critical valueR3 , where 1.1,R3,1.15.
The Rayleigh number above which this pattern is sustai
was found to be approximately Ra52480 forR51.1 andA
56, as compared to Rac51740 and Ra51950 for the first
and second types of transverse roll patterns, respectively

In conclusion, our studies have shown that a superc
cal state exhibiting an odd number of transverse rolls in
upper portion of the annulus can occur in a narrow-gap
nulus with end walls. This state is distinguished from oth
transverse roll states by the number of rolls and the prese
of end rolls that rotate in the same direction as one anot
The occurrence and number of odd rolls were shown to
dependent on the gap aspect ratioA. Odd numbers of rolls
were sustained at steady state in an annulus ofR51.1 for
gap aspect ratios within the range of 4<A<8 that was stud-
ied, except for two sub-ranges ofA encompassing the odd
integersA55 and 7, respectively. For the even-integersA
54, 6, and 8, the number of sustained odd rolls wasn5A
21. It was found that the odd roll state can arise when
inception of instability occurs prior to development of th
end rolls, and/or for certain gap aspect ratios that would
quire either very large or small roll sizes for an even num
of rolls to fit in the annulus.
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